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Arusha, 30th March 2020

Dear Friends!Dear Friends!

Suddenly, everything was different. Only a

few weeks  ago,  who would  have  thought

that everything on earth would change so

dramatically?

All  of  us  were  quite  comfortable,  in

Tanzania  as  well  as  in  Germany  and

elsewhere. We have been living in peace for

decades,  and  most  of  the  time  we  felt

secure. We saw pictures of war, turmoil and

strife, but only in the media. Refugees may

have  come  to  our  countries,  but  our

standards of living stayed the same. Then

there was Corona, and suddenly we are in a

situation  we  have  never  experienced

before. The whole world has been affected,

because  this  is  not  an  epidemic  but  a

pandemic,  which  even  spreads  from

continent to continent.
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Corona is all over the news. Our daily worries and other important news have moved

into the background. In Germany schools, universities etc. have been closed, contact

with people outside the families is prohibited and there is a shortage of toilet paper.

Employees have been sent home and are on government assistance, receiving only

a percentage ( about 67%) of their normal pay.  You probably want to know how we

are doing in Tanzania. On March, 17 all schools, universities, vocational schools etc.

were closed, too. We do not have a curfew yet, but gatherings have been restricted,

there are almost no church services anymore (most of the churches stay closed on

Sundays) and people wait for the things to come. Everybody arriving from abroad is

put into quarantine in a hotel for two weeks and these people have to pay for their

stay themselves. Officially, we only have a few cases of Corona as of now, but we do

not know what will happen when the virus starts to spread. Neither the people nor

the  hospitals  will  be  prepared  when the going  gets  rough.  Still,  the  people  are

suffering already because the economy has already been heavily affected. There is

no tourism anymore and almost no flights. Germany is calling its citizens back from

the main land and from Zanzibar.

+++ Only through the depths of our world ...+++



The small  safari firms lie still.  Many small

entrepreneurs,  taxi  drivers,  greengrocers

etc. do not earn anything anymore. People

who do not have their own garden to grow

vegetables, raise chickens or cows and who

only  live  off  that  salary  are  facing  big

problems if they do not have any savings.

And those, too, will soon be spent. This will

affect security in the country as there will

be  more  robberies  because  hunger  will

increase. Child with goat in boma

My German team (my co-workers Elisabeth,  Sarah,  and Dirk)  and six  volunteers

were called back to Germany.  They all  flew back (with a heavy heart)  on Friday

afternoon (March 20) and arrived in Frankfurt on Saturday morning (March 21). They

had  almost  no  time  to  say  good-bye  let  alone  have  a  fare-well  party.  Our

organization HFTM and co-workers international instructed them to return home,

not only because the foreign ministry had advised us to do so. I, however, cannot

leave. I do not want to leave my project, the faithful employees and the orphans in

particular alone. My German family (and the organization) backs my decision and

they pray for me, including my 99 year-old father. Now it pays off that we have been

working  consciously  towards  sustainability  for  the  last  few  years.  We  have

increasingly involved our Tanzanian employees, delegated tasks and responsibility,

and  slowly  withdrawn  successively.  Since  2016  we  have  had  two  department

leaders’ meetings per year. Since last year we have had four main persons who have

taken on increased responsibility and work with us Germans on equal terms. We

delegated several  projects to these four people.  One of them was,  “What would

happen if we Germans didn’t have our residence permit anymore? Would you be

ready to take over responsibility and the leadership of ‘Help for the Massai’?”

Sarah  said,  “So  this  world-wide  Corona-

crisis has given us support.” In other words,

they can now implement it practically and

not only think about it theoretically. At the

moment I can only stay in touch with the

active  workers  via  telephone.  Erwin  and  I

have decided to go into isolation at home,

as we belong to the high-risk group.  This

was important  to  my co-workers.  We are

making  the  best  of  it.  Now we  have the

time to get to know God even better (this is

a tip from my nephew ‘UPS’).  We want to

take the chance.  We’re not bored and we

are not afraid either.                 

                       Angelika

Erwin and Angelika in isolation

+++ … only through the storms of a person´s conscience... +++



Malambo Malambo 
Everything happened so quickly: the news

concerning  the  Corona  pandemic  that

reached  us  in  Malambo  via  the  internet

was  changing  all  the  time.  Tuesday

afternoon (March 17), Tanzania’s Ministry of

Education announced that all  educational

institutions (from pre-school to university)

would be closed for a period of four weeks.

Our students living with their families were

sent home on the same day, those living in

our  boarding  (esp.  in  Secondary  School)

went home on Wednesday morning or were

taken  by car  to  Loliondo,  where  many of

them live.

“Whoever dwells in the shelter of the

Most High will rest in the shadow of
the Almighty.  I will say of the LORD,

“He is my refuge and my fortress, my
God, in whom I trust.”

Dirk came to Malambo to take the volunteers to Arusha. I had a meeting with the

headmaster of our Secondary School to transfer the responsibility to him. He lives in

Malambo and therefore stays close to the school. He is wise and of a sound mind,

which is just right to keep things together in times like this. 

The nomadic Massai people may bring diseases from all kinds of places, even from

Kenya, as they don’t know what borders are. Therefore we have closed our doors and

put off people looking for help until later. When you have to send children back so

suddenly, you naturally worry about them. Will their families have enough to feed

them? Will  they go to bed hungry? There are many of our students who love to

come to school just for the food. A full plate (and if there is enough, even a refill) is

something most of them do not get at home. But God is good: He has provided.

Since November we have had a lot of rain, which means that there is enough grass,

which in turn means enough MILK. Ugali (cornpudding) with milk is a feast for the

Massai. In all my worries about the children, I know at least that they have enough

milk.

How good it  is  to know that the children

and staff are provided for, even if we still

worry  about  the  pandemic  coming  to

Massai  country.  How good  it  is  to  know

that God is in control, now that I cannot be

there and see to things.

Elisabeth
Clinic team

Psalm, 91:1-2

+++… the view opens… +++



Arusha Arusha 
On March 18, we German employees were

instructed  to  leave  for  Germany.  The

airlines were withdrawing their services in

East-Africa  and  according  to  the  foreign

ministry going back to Germany might not

be  possible  later  on.  On  March  19,  our

flights were booked for the following day.

There  was  no  time  for  an  elaborate

removal. Still we can see that God prepared

our team well for this sudden development.

We  have  told  you  about  what  we  have

done  concerning  sustainability  in  our

circular A52.

We are glad we did not have to make

the decision ourselves, because we
were unsure about what was the best

thing to do, and we did not want to
abandon the children and staff.

We have been asked a few questions:We have been asked a few questions:

Why are you in Germany? 

1. The dynamic of the situation in Tanzania is confusing and as foreigners you easily

become a target. Wazungu (white people) are called “Corona” in Arusha, and people

accuse us of having brought Corona to Africa. Developments like this can lead to us

being a danger to the project rather than helping it.

2.  Due  to  the  lack  of  transportation  the  organization  as  our  employer  cannot

guarantee good medical care or security anymore

3. We are happy to be close to our families in these difficult times.

How will the work continue?

Needless to say, we have done everything possible to ensure that the orphans and

staff  are  well  cared  for.  This  concerns  mostly the  food  for  the  children  in  the

orphanage and salaries for the staff.  We want to go on paying the staff if possible

as there is no support to be had from the government. Many of our employees have

stayed with their families in their accommodation in Malambo provided by HFTM.

Many Tanzanians will suffer badly under the impact of Corona. Many of them live on

a day-to-day basis and in Arusha 50-60% are dependent on tourism, which does

not happen at the moment. Angelika and her husband Erwin are staying in Arusha

in a self-induced quarantine, but they are in contact with the staff by telephone.

We are continuing the mobile bush clinic,

and  our  orphanage  is  run  by  a  skeleton

staff  24/7.  Only  the  essential  personnel

(child care worker, cook, guards) are there

to prevent a daily coming and going. They

live  there  now.  We  thought  about

evacuating the orphanage to Malambo, but

we didn’t have the time.

The orphans are well cared for

+++ ... to eternity. (Dietrich Bonhoeffer)+++



HopeHope

Due  to  the  last  months’  rain  the

landscape around Malambo is not only

green,  but  it  blossoms  in  all  kinds  of

colors.  Diverse  flowers  glow  in  their

colors (see picture on the right). Some

of  these  plants  we  have  not  seen  in

Tanzania in all the years we have been

here.  Even  with  all  those  bad  and

frightening things happening all around

us, God does not want us to spend our

days worrying, but He wants us to trust

in  Him.  He  created  us  just  like  the

flowers  and  the  gnus  and  He  will

provide  for  us.  He  does  not  promise

that we won’t have any problems in life,

but He will be with us in these “days of

trouble” (Psalm 27) and protect us in His

tent.  His  kingdom  comes  first.  Thank

you for your prayers!

                      &Dirk    Sarah

“If that is how God clothes the grass

of the field, which is here today and

tomorrow is thrown into the fire,  will

he not much more clothe you—you of

little  faith?  (…)  But  seek  first  his

kingdom and  his  righteousness,  and

all these things will be given to you as

well.  Therefore  do  not  worry  about

tomorrow,  for  tomorrow  will  worry

about  itself.  Each  day  has  enough

trouble of its own.”

Please visit our website

www.massai.org. 
We would be grateful for you to be

interested in a sponsorship.

News NASERIAN PRIMARY SCHOOL News NASERIAN PRIMARY SCHOOL 

On  January  6th,  30  (19  girls,  11  boys)

children had their first day of school in our

kindergarten in Malambo. Many little ones

are  very  shy  in  the  beginning,  they  only

know  the  boma,  they  are  afraid  of  the

strangers  and  the  new surroundings,  and

they  only  speak  their  tribe’s  language

“Kimassai”. But as there are so many nice

things to play with, a wonderful playground

with  a  slide,  swings,  a  climbing  frame,  a

trampoline  and  affectionate  and  friendly

child-care workers,  they grow comfortable

quite quickly. 

They  laugh,  sing,  and  dance  a  lot.  That

make the learning real  fun and soon they

know  their  first  words  in  English  and

Kiswahili.  As  every  year  we  again  have

many children from poor families who often

go  to  bed  hungry  in  the  evening,  whose

parents neither can effort to buy exercise

books nor school uniforms.

+++ May God bless our world +++

Matthew 6,30+33+34



HONGERA – CONGRATULATIONS      HONGERA – CONGRATULATIONS      

With our form three class (10th grade), the

Naserian  Secondary School  is  now in  its

third year of existence.  In November 2019

the  students  took  part  in  the  National

Form Two Exam and turned out as the top

performing class. 36 students took part in

the  exam.  The  subjects  were  English,

Kiswahili, math, physics, chemistry, biology,

history, social studies, geography, and bible

knowledge (elective subject). The successful Form 2 class

The exam and the grading are completely different from what we know in Germany,

so it is difficult to compare them. There are 4 (5) grades: division 1 to 4, and fail. Our

students (23 female, 13 male) performed as follows:

                                                   28 students: division 1

                                                     6 students: division 2

                                                     2 students: division 3

This is a great success, especially for a new school like ours. And it is a VERY GOOD

turn-out. We are very grateful for our wonderful teachers who work with enthusiasm

and who take pride in the fact that our students do not just learn the facts by

heart, but that they also understand what they are learning.

GreetingsGreetings
We wish you all God’s blessings in these difficult and challenging times! May we use
them as a time that brings us closer together and to God and in which we learn

once again what is important in our lives.

-Whole heartedly 
Angelika Wohlenberg-Kinsey, Elisabeth Merz, Dirk & Sarah Frykowski
with all the children, employees and volunteers of „Help for the Massai“

PRAYER REQUESTS:

Thanksgiving:

� Selection of the new kindergarten
children

� good  tanzanian  employees  and

leaders
Requests:

� Corona-crisis in the world

� Protection  for  the  children  and

staff

� Wisdom for political leaders

DONATION POSSIBILITIES

1) https://www.massai.org/spenden-und-
engagement/onlinespende.html

or
2) cheque to Maasai School 121 

PO Box 743,  Lynden, WA 98264

GERMAN ADDRESS

Hilfe für die Massai e.V.
Plöner Chaussee 47

24326 Ascheberg
Germany

+49 4526 290
info@massai.org

TANZANIAN ADDRESS

Help for the Masai
P.O. Box 1396, Arusha
Tanzania

+255 754 572 675
massai.help@habari.co.tz


